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Unity Investment AG

Unity Investment AG was founded in late 2017 by a team of established businessmen, cyber security 

specialists, financial sector experts and crypto currency miners. 

Unity, based in canton Schwyz, Switzerland, is an IT services company with the expertise in delivering high-

performance crypto-mining infrastructures and solutions to customers and clients. Unity completely takes care 

of the maintenance of the required hardware and software infrastructure for the generation of cryptographic 

currencies based on blockchain technology. 

To this end, exclusive contracts were signed with long-standing and experienced IT partner companies to uphold 

the highest standards, efficiency and performance. 

Unity will hold an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) in Q1 2019, to create an one of a kind opportunity for virtually anyone 

to participate in the mining movement. 

The UNY-Token will be based on the widely recognized and accepted ERC20 standard, and will provide direct 

weekly payouts in other crypto currencies of choice (for instance, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, etc.). 

UNY token holders will also benefit from price reductions on our educational materials and videos, as well as be 

able to use advanced dashboard features, exclusive to Unity customers.



The UniCrypt Platform facilitates all functionalities of the sub-companies.

Unity Technology provides the technical infrastructure for mining and hardware, while the 

business case of tokenizing assets, such as Gold are handled via Unity Aurix.

The Unity Exchange company is responsible for being completely compliant with all 

regulatory aspects and guidelines, as well as handling KYC/AML Tasks for trading services.

The Unity Investment
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Cornering the 
crypto market 
from all sides

Unity Investment AG has 

several sub-companies that 

fulfill a strategic mission to 

strengthen the core business in 

the Crypto Sector.

Unity Technology AG:

- Produces own Miners and 

has a yearly licensing model

Unity Exchange AG:

- OTC Licensed, SRO/GwG

Compliant Exchange System 

via the UniCrypt Platform

Unity Aurix AG:

- 100% Gold-backed Crypto 

Currency Issuer company.

- Handles the import/export 

and tokenization of Gold.



a lot of sense

Unity Investment
Switzerland covers all aspects, from pricing, 

stability (political, regulatory, financial) and

safety.

AMERICAs

Regulatory instabilities make the USA and South-

America na unsuitable location for long-term profitable

mining. Taxes and import Embargos strengthen this

unfortunate trend.

RUSSIA Counteracting the The lack of infrastructural stability

and equiptment safety increase the total costs of

operations that completely offset any potential price-

benefit.

EUROPE

Taxes and Electricity Prices in central europe are too high to stay

competitive in the mining Market.  Nordic countries  are raising

the mining income taxes to exorbitant levels, further diminishing

their geographical advantage.

ASIA

High Taxes and electricity prices in South-Korea and Japan

make mining unprofitable. China suffers from political instability

in regards to the regulation of crypto. Mines are being seized

by the government. 

Switzerland is known as the 

safe haven of banking, 

economical and political stability. 

Our general council now wants 

Switzerland to be not only the 

banking nation of the world, but 

also a pioneer in the blockchain 

and crypto-space.

Unlike other countries around 

the world, Switzerland has zero 

taxes on crypto-mining, and 

virtually no taxes on electricity –

keeping the total costs of 

operations lower than any 

competitor country such as 

Iceland– without sacrificing 

security, safety or stability.



Expanding the Switzerland 
based Mining infrastructure 

with clear reinvestments

Direct control and 
transparency of hash-

rate and assets for 
users

New Projects, funded 
via the crypto mining 

Income streams can be 
realized

Offer direct online and in 
person training for 

individuals and corporate 
clients to push crypto 

adoption

Raised capital lets 
users participate in a 
standardized way and 

without technical 
knowledge to minimize 

overhead

Unity 

Business 

Model

Mining
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Projects
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Dash-

board
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Education
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Unity 

Coin
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Mining Platform
The All in one Mining and Crypto Platform

Unity uses a hybrid platform-as-a-

service/educational business model for 

private/institutional/government clients 

alike.

Giving the power of Mining to the individual 

users as well as pushing the new 

technology to faster adaption will lead to 

bigger acceptance and therefore a more 

crypto friendly environment world-wide, 

while still maintaining the pole-position in 

the market.

Unity Token Coin Holders will benefit from 

Free/Reduced Pricing on all Educational 

Materials, Certifications and more.



Unity Investment AG, founded in Switzerland in late 2017 and 

profitable since January 2018, is an IT-services company with 

the expertise in delivering high-performance crypto-mining 

infrastructures and solutions to private customers and 

institutional clients by providing mining usufruct/rental/Mining-

Farm service agreements, Unity completely takes care of the 

maintenance of the hardware and software infrastructure for 

the generation of cryptographic currencies based on blockchain 

technology.

Unity offer customers and clients multiple custom-tailored ways 

to become part of the crypto-mining movement: Either by 

building a custom mining center for a customer, or by 

participating in the up-coming, one of a kind Mining “ICO” (Initial 

Coin Offering). 

UNITY Mining 

Start ICO 

Phase

Jan. 

2018

Jul. 

2018

Sep. 

2018

Dec. 

2018

Jan.

2019



Vision

Being the leader in providing 
high-efficiency mining solutions 

for hedge-funds, institutions, 
crypto-experts and private 

investors. 

Core Values

Our core values stabilize the 
organization and help it thrive.

Be the key player and inspiration in the crypto early on. space 

Scale and adapt to new market situations in a fast and flexible way.

Provide the most efficient and performant mining solution possible.

Performance

1

Competence
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Transparency

2

Mission

Become the biggest and most 
trusted and open mining 
corporation world-wide.

Pro-Active Mining

High-

Performance 

Pro-Active 

mining 

Fundamentals

Located in Switzerland with Legal 
and Regulatory Safety and 
electrical Infrastructure stability.

Low power costs and zero Taxes.

User Experience

It is of most importance to unity to give 
our customers the most profitable mining 
experience possible, in combination with 
absolute transparency and competence. 
Users gain access to our custom 
dashboard showing exactly what the 
miners are working on in real-time.

Pro-Active Mining

Unity uses a proprietary algorithm that scans the 
blockchain for the most profitable coin to  mine based 
on their current market value, volume, performance and 
mining difficulty. The algorithm controls all of Unity’s 
mining machines and reconfigures them every minute, if 
necessary, to ensure the most profitable mining 
experience is achieved.



MISSION
Truly democratized and most 

performant mining experience 
possible, world-wide.

Vision
Global Access to anyone wanting 
to be a part of the crypto-mining 
movement.

The UNY-Token

• Some profits are directly 
reinvested in to new mining 
infrastructure or future projects 
based on our needs.

Reinvestments

• Location Independence
• Anyone can benefit from our 

stable infrastructure 
(politically, technologically and 
Economically)

Global Access

• Rewards are paid out directly to 
the coin holder periodically

• No special wallet needed

Rewards

UNITY Has a proven track record 

of competence and performance in 

running highly-profitable mining 

operations in Switzerland.

The funds raised by the ICO will be 

invested intelligently in to hardware, 

infrastructure and personnel on all 

business streams, further 

strengthening our position in the 

crypto-space and market.

The ICO is expected to raise more 

than CHF 8 Mio by May 2019. 

These Funds are then converted to 

mining infrastructure.

The Unity Token, classified as a 

security token, allows for anyone in 

the world to participate in the 

mining revolution.

Any and every token-holder will be 

rewarded by the mined crypto 

currencies on a weekly basis (paid 

out in BTC, BCH, LTC or ETH).



Capital Allocation

2.5 Mio Tokens

Bounties and Referrals

are very important

incentivization methods

for successful ICOs

5%

10 Mio Tokens

Early Adopters, before 

and after the Pre-sale 

Phase should be 

rewarded for their trust

37.5 Mio Tokens

All the rest of the raised 

capital is allocated to 

purchasing and 

maintaining the new 

infrastructure and 

mining hardware

20% 75%
To fulfill our goals and milestones, 

we’re looking to allocate the 

Raised capital through the ICO in 

the following manner.

It’s important to acquire top 

talent for the position, while 

carefully keeping the long-term 

goals in focus. All of the Raised 

capital after Bonuses goes to 

mining infrastructure in order to 

strengthen our position in the 

market as a global leader.

Pre-sales ICO Participants will 

receive an additional 20-30% 

bonus for their early investment. 

At least 80% of all coins will be 

publicly distributed. We expect an 

ICO round of CHF 20 Mio+.



Core Team

WE MAKE PRODUCTS AND DECISIONS FOCUSING ON OUR VISION, MISSION AND CORE VALUES EVERY DAY.

THEY DRIVE WHAT WE BUILD AND DO FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.

contact@unityinvestment.ch

contact@unityinvestment.ch

Sr. Program ManagerSenior Partner & CFOFounder & CEO Chairman of the Board

mailto:contact@unityinvestment.ch



